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Abstract
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The mathematical description of the world is based on the fine play between the continuity and discrete. The
discrete is more remarkable than the continuity things as any one-wave quantum field vacuum state defined on the
algebraic entities. They can be singularities, bifurcations and autoremodality of this ground state. The classical
field theory is a theory of the continuity also describes the principle of the shot-range interaction in the nature. The
twenty century has given the quantum field theory that is the theory of the discrete world of the quantum entities.
The global effects from the quantum field theory by the interactions of the elementary particle are the appearances
of a vacuums structure of every one-quantum field system, e g. the relativistic quantum field.
The question above the possibility to find the complicate appearances connected with the existence of the
life and the living systems his place in the mathematical frame by the intersection between the classical and the
quantum describing of the world of any one concrete quantum field theory by the contemporary ground state of
the theoretical biological and nanophysics problems is open by the consideration of high topographical complementarities by the London- and Casimir forces involved importantly in the highly specific and strong but purely
classical physical thermodynamically and quantum physically complexity of elementary living cells by enzymes
with substrates, of antigens with antibodies, etc. From the new results by the contributions of the environmental
freezing-drying and vacuum sublimation (Zwetkow, 1985; Tsvetkov and Belоus 1986, Tsvetkov et al., 1989; Tsvetkov et al., 2004-2011) is hopped that by the great form expressed e.g. by the automodality (scaling) behaviors of the
invariant entities by the energy impulse tensor described the elementary living cells and systems will be possibly
to describe the biological expressions at the standpoint of the nanophysics by means the behavior of the concrete
quantum field system, e.g. sea virtual quantum scalar particles in the physical vacuum with a boundary conditions
on every one surface S too.
It is possibly that in this processes in the theory will be introduced an elements of the non locality (similar to the
Coulomb forces in the Quantum electrodynamics and the Casimir force as global appearances by the interaction
of the quantum electromagnetic field with the classical objects e.g. classical boundary conditions or the so called
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string objects in the Quantum chromo dynamics). On essential result of the perturbation theory in the relativistic
quantum fields is the importance of the non-local operator’s expansion on the light cone describing by the quantum
chromo dynamics (understanding in the sense of quantum electrodynamics) with the concept of the automodality
principle by the autoremodality of the vacuum. This can be understood by means the consideration of the micro
causality conditions for the invariance entities in the sense of the maximal singularity considered by the S-matrix
theory (Bogolubov et al., 1987) in the deep inelastic scattering of the lepton and hadrons without model consideration, e.g. quantum electrodynamics (Bogolubov et al., 1976).
At the molecular level (Mitter and Robaschik, 1999) the thermodynamics behavior is considered by quantum
electromagnetic field system with additional boundaries as by the Casimir effect between the two parallel, perfectly conducting square plates (side L, distance d, L > d), embedded in a large cube (side L) with one of the plates
at face.
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Introduction
The mathematical description of the world is
based on the fine play between the continuity state
and the discrete entities. The discrete is more remarkable than the continuities things as any onequantum fields vacuum state defined on the algebraic quantum field entities. They can be singularities, bifurcations and autoremotalities of a ground
state, e.g. the vacuum energy in the case of Casimir effect. The classical field theory is a theory of
the continuity. The twenty century has given the
quantum field theory that is the theory of the discrete world of the quantum entities by the fulfilling of the principle in a shot-range interaction. The
axiomatic algebraic quantum field methods by the
description of the quantum particle physics world
have important remarkable successes by the understanding of the structure of the elementary particle
and the vacuum state.
Today it is clear that these particles are no more
so elementary. They have a structure, as the atom
has understood it. In the beginning of the twenty
century was clear that it is no more not devisable
as it has been toughed by the ancients Greeks and
it is a particle with a structure. So we have to consider an important principle of the automodality by

the describing of the world based of this fine play
between the continuity and the discrete where we
have to consider the singularities, the bifurcations
and the restructurings of the vacuum state of every
one quantum field system defined on the spacetime of our world for a given boundary conditions
on a generic surface S. It is clear also that the vacuum has a structure and is no more vacuum a void.

Results
It is assumed the local quantum scalar wave
field system under consideration to have a boundary generic surface S for his ground state or in this
case the so called vacuum, fixed or moved with a
constant velocity v parallel towards the fixed one
boundary, which do surgery, bifurcate and separate the singularity points in the manifold of the
virtual particles of the quantum field system from
some others vacuum state as by Casimir effect of
the quantum vacuum states for the quantum fields,
and which has the property that any virtual quantum particle which is once on the generic surface
S remains on it and fulfilled every one boundary
conditions on this scalar quantum system with a
vacuum state, described by the field A(f) for the
solution f of the Klein-Gordon wave equation giv-
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one quantum field’s particle space Ĥ1:

en by covariant statement

(1)

□ f(xµ) = (∂2ct – (∆ + m2))f(xµ) = 0,

where □ is a d’Lembertian and ∆ = ∂ x + ∂ y +
∂ z is a Laplacian differential operators and xµ∈ M4
µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, (x, y, z, ct) = (xm, x0) with m = 1, 2,
3 is a point of Minkowsi space M4.
Also the ground states of the local quantum
fields system defined in the Minkowski space-time
fulfilled every one boundary conditions interact
with the boundary surface S by the help of the non
local virtual quantum particles and so the vacuum
state has a globally features, e.g. virtual fluctuations1.
Examples of such boundary surfaces S of importance for the living cells are those in which is
the surface of a fixed mirror at the initial time t =
0 in contact with the local quantum scalar fields
system in his simple connected vacuum region –
the bottom of the sea of the virtual non local scalar quantum field particles, for example – and the
generic free surface of the parallel moved mirror
with a constant velocity v towards the fixed one
or the free vacuum surface of the local quantum
scalar wave field in contact with the mirror parallel
moved towards the fixed one – the free vacuum region, described by the impulse Schrödinger wave
functional Ψα (φ, t) = Ψ(fκ, t), by
2

2

2

κ

t ∈ (t-2(n - j), t2(n - j)], n = 0, 1, 2, ….; j = 0,1,2,…,2n
½

½

and by given fulfilled operators equation in the case
of the canonical Hamiltonian local quantum scalar
field system in a statement of a equally times
x0 = ct = κx0 = ct-2(n -

½j)

= ct2(n -

. = (κ2x2 +x 2+ (y32(n -

½(j + 1))

┴

)2)½ .

½(j+1))

(2)

By the definition the canonical non local field
φ(κx) and impulse π(κx), κxµ ∈ M4, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3,
corresponding to implicit operator valued covariant
field tempered functional A(fκ), where fκ ∈ SR(R4)
is a test function of this reel Swartz space, fulfilled
all axioms of Whitman and acting in the functional
Hilbert space Ĥ with a Fok’s space’s construction,
e.g. a direct sum of symmetrized tensor grade of

Ĥ = ĤF(Ĥ1) =

×

∞
n

sym Ĥ1 ×
n=0

can be given by the formulas,
(3)
(4)

φ(ακ) = A(fκ), 				
π(ακ) = A(∂ctfκ), 		

		

for ακ = ακ(x1, x2, y32(n - ½(j+1)), ct2(n - ½(j+1))), with
y32(n - ½(j+1)) = κx3 and y02(n - ½(j+1)) = κx0
by fulfilled Klein-Gordon equation in a covariate
statement for massive and massless scalar fields
KmA(fκ) = A(Kmfκ) = 0)
KA(f) = A(Kf) = 0			

(5)

with
Km = (□ – m2) = ∂2ct – (∆ + m2),
K = □ = ∂2ct – ∆, ∆ = ∂2x + ∂2y + ∂2z

(6)

and in matrix statement
∂ct

φ(ακ)
π(ακ)

=

A(∂ctfκ)
A(∂2ctfκ)

=

0
∆ + m2

1

.

0

φ(ακ)
π(ακ)

(7)

for

t ∈ (t-2(n - j), t2(n - j)], n = 0, 1, 2, ….; j = 0,1,2,…,2n
½

½

We give the impulse Schrödinger equation for
the quantum scalar field vacuum states functional
Ψα (φ, t) by a given generic surface S.
κ
If such a surface S were given, for example, by
ακ’(κ’xμ), an equation
ακ’(xm, y3-2(n -

, ct-2(n -

½(j))

) = const, or

½(j))

(8)

dctακ’(x , κ’x3, ct) = const
┴
m

x = (x ), where m = 1, 2, κ’x0 = t-2(n ┴

, κ’x3 = y3-2(n -

½(j))

½(j))

then from the following equation for the non free
simple connected vacuum surface of the quantum

1
Actually, this property is a consequence of the basic assumption by local quantum wave field theory that the wave front of the local quantum
wave field system by his ground state propagate on the light hyperspace in any contact space (called “dispersions relations” too) and can be
described mathematically as a non local virtual topological deformation or fluctuation which depends continuously on the time t.
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fields system given above and
ct = κ’x0 = ct-2(n - (j)) + 0, and x3 = κ’x3 =
½
y3-2(n - (j)) + 0, y3-2(n - (j)) = -y32(n - (j + 1))		
½

½

(9)

½

from the equation by definition

dctακ’(x , y3-2(n ┴

dctακ’(x , κ’x3, ct) = κ’2||φ||2(2(φ(y-2(n ┴

φ2(y-2(n -

)φ(τx)) +
(10)
			

)ακ’)-1 - ακ’,

½(j))

½(j))

d2ctακ’(x , κ’x3, ct) = κ’2||π|2(2(π(y-2(n - (j)))π(τx)) +
½
┴
(11)
π2(y-2(n - (j)))∂ctακ’)-1 - ∂ctακ’,			
½

x ∈ R2 and
┴
2

τx = 0, κ’x = κx = y-2(n - ½(j) = y2(n - ½(j + 1)) = y ,
2

2

2

2

2

from eq. (8) follows that
ακ’(x , y3-2(n ┴

(φ(y-2(n -

, + 0, t-2(n -

½(j))

½

or
┴

(π(y-2(n -

½

, + 0, t-2(n (j))

)φ(τx))-2)½ – 1),
(j)

½

x = κ’x = y 2(n - ½(j + 1)) and ∂tx3 = ∂ty32(n - ½(j + 1))
3

3

∂x3 ακ’(x , y3-2(n -

┴

2 2

)π(τx)) ) – 1),
-2 ½

½(j)

(12)

Then we can define by φ2(τx) = 0 and φ2(y-2(n ) = φ2 or by the impulse effect for π 2(τx) = 0 and
½(j)
π 2(y-2(n - (j)) = π 2
½
φ(κ’x) = φ(τx) + φ(y-2(n -

or

π(κ’x) = π(τx) + π(y-2(n -

)ακ’(x , y3-2(n -

½(j)

┴

┴

, + 0, t-2(n -

½(j))

, + 0, t-2(n -

½(j))

½(j))

)∂ctακ’(x , y3-2(n -

½(j)

½(j))

						

with following equations
or

3

follow the impulse equations for fulfilled boundary condition on fixed surface S

3

┴

)π(τx)) π ((1 + (κ’ ||π|| φ ) (π(y-2(n -

½(j)

(14)

on free surface S placed in Minkowski space-time
for ct = κ’x0 = ct2(n - (j+1)),

∂tακ’(x , y3-2(n -

½

½

2

+ 0) = 0

dt( ) = ( )t + ∂tx3( )x3, 			

+ 0) =
(j))

-2

½(j))

would hold on S at the right, and by defined

∂tακ’(x , y 2(n -

∂ctακ’(x , y3-2(n -

+ 0, t-2(n -

+0, t-2(n -

½(j))

+0) = 0.

½(j))

(15)

Also it is

+ 0) =

½(j))

½(j))

┴

)φ(τx)) φ ((1 + (κ’2||φ||2φ2) (φ(y-2(n (j)
-2

Ĺ+(R4) → Lφ(R2) = SR(R2)||φ|| and Ĺ (R4)→ Lπ(R2) =
SR(R2)||π|| for Lφ, Lπ from the Sobolev’s spaces with
fractional numbers of the indices, and then if by
fixing variables

+ 0),
+ 0)

(13)

φ2(κ’x) = κ’2||φ||2
π2(κ’x) = κ’2||π||2

where ||φ|| and ||π|| are Norms of the real closed
+
Schwarz space also following from SR(R4) = S (R4)
+ S (R4) given by the reduction following from the
fixing of the points by eq. (9) for even or not even
functions dependant by the variable x0 and defined
+
scalar product (fκ, fκ’)Ĺ = (ακ,ακ’)φ for fκ, fκ’ ∈ Ĺ
or fκ, fκ’ ∈ Ĺ and extended by an isometric image

+0, t-2(n -

½(j))

, t2(n -

½(j + 1))

+0) =

½(j))

) + ∂tx3∂x3 ακ’(x , y32(n -

½(j+1))

, t2(n -

┴

						

½(j + 1))

),

½(j+1))

(16)

Further from the operators, equations for the
local quantum fields system given by the eq. (3)
follow the impulse operator’s equation for the free
vacuum state surface of the local quantum scalar
field system at the left of the free surface S placed
in Minkowski space-time
∂tφ(ακ’(x , y3-2(n - (j))+0, t-2(n - (j))+0)) =
½
½
┴
π+(ακ’(x , y3-2(n - (j))+0, t-2(n - (j))+0)) =
½
½
┴
∂tπ(ακ’(x , y32(n - (j + 1)), t2(n - (j+1))) + ∂tx3 ∂x3π(ακ’(x , y32(n ┴

A(Qfκ’) =

½

A((∂tfκ’(x , y32(n ┴

½

, t2(n -

½(j + 1))

┴

)) + ∂tx3A(∂x3fκ’(x , y32(n -

½(j+1))

┴

, t2(n -

½(j + 1))

)=

½(j+1))

, t2(n -

½(j + 1))

						
					
or is given by an matrix statement
φ+(ακ’(x┴, y3-2(n - ½(j))+ 0, t-2(n - ½(j))+0))
π+(ακ’(x┴, y3-2(n - ½(j))+0, t-2(n - ½(j))+0))
1

0

∂tx3∂x3

1

.

))

½(j+1))

(17)

=

φ(ακ’(x┴, y32(n - ½(j + 1)), t2(n - ½(j + 1))))
π (ακ’(x┴, y32(n - ½(j + 1)), t2(n - ½(j + 1))))

(18)
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where the impulse operator Q is given by the matrix
┌			
│ 1		
0
│			
│∂tx3∂x3		
1
└			

┐
│
│.
│
┘.

For the Schrödinger wave functional Ψα (φ, t)
κ
the impulse wave functional equation is given for
the Hamiltonian H(π, φ) and impulse operator Q
by the equations
-iħ∂tΨα (φ, t) = H(π, φ)Ψα (φ, t), for t ∈ (t-2(n - j), t2(n - j)] (19)
½
½
κ

κ

Ψ+α (φ, t-2(n - j)+ 0 ) = Q(π, φ)Ψα (φ, t2(n κ’

½

κ’

)

½(j+1))

(20)

for t = t2(n - ½(j+1)) = t-2(n - ½(j)), x3(t) = y32(n - ½(j + 1))(t)
and ∂tx3 = ∂ty32(n - ½(j + 1)),
n = 0, 1, 2,…., j = 0,1,2,…,2n,

where Q(π, φ) = -iħ(∂t + πδφ) is also the impulse
Schrödinger operator with the field variation given
by δφ = δ/δφ. So the field tempered distribution φ
describe a vacuum fluctuations in the Minkowski
space-time also the impulse operator Q(π, φ) is the
operator of the virtual vacuum fluctuations of the
local quantum scalar field system in the statement
of the equally times.
Its is clear that we can so consider the non equilibrium thermodynamics of local quantum wave
field system as by the Casimir effect from the
point of view of the vacuum impulse Schrödinger
wave functional equation in the Hilbert space in
adiabatic sense in any one coherent sector from the
structure of the vacuum.
Here we have a local quantum scalar field system by given time arrow in the Minkowski spacetime, e.g. the system of the virtual sea quantum
scalar particles, and that can be considered as a
dynamically problem for the evolution with the
time arrow of one small subsystem in the any one
vacuum coherent sector, e.g. the system of the sea
virtual quantum scalars particles, interacted with a
great box defined by the boundary conditions on a
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surface S for the local quantum field system with
vacuum as a ground state described by the impulse
Schrödinger equation for the hole vacuum sectors
and conformed to the boundary conditions on a generic surface S.
So we can see that the vacuum Schrödinger
functional and the impulse fluctuation’s operator
describes a relativistic field configuration e.g. the
system of the sea quantum field scalars, conformed
with the boundary conditions in one total relativistic field system + boundaries conditions on the
box surface S of every hole sectors by the ground
state in the any one coherent sector of the vacuum,
the vacuum of this total system conformed with
the physical boundaries we have remodeled also
a physical vacuum as of the concrete relativistic
quantum field system considered as a non thermodynamically equilibrium system, e.g. the sea virtual quantum scalars field particles farther removed
from the classical physical thermodynamically
equilibrium, of importance for the nanophysics
and living cells and systems.
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